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Enrollment up p ercent
B~

MARCELLA HERRIOTT
Staff Writer

According to Marsh M.'er • director
f admi i nand regi tration. Coastal
Carolina has an eight percent increa e
in undergraduate enrollment over last
y are
Enrollment for th fall em ester total
1. 759. Thi i th largest percentag of
gr wth in the tatc for any college in the
Univer ity y tern.
Among the other USC affiliat d
campu e. USC-Aiken had a thre
perc nt increa e in enr lIment while
USC-Spartanburg had a one percent
increa e in enrollment.
A ignifi ant fact r in Coa tal'
increas d enrollm nt is that man mor
tudent ar r maining at eoa al to
receive their d gree . In the pa t. man

of the e
udent
tran ferred
C lumbia or ther college.
Eighty-two percent of Coa tal
tudent
are re ident
of
Carolina. Of the other state .
Carolina ha the large t number
tudent attending Coa tal Carolina.
followed by e\\ Y rk and Ma land.
Accordi g to Mr. minority tu·
dent compri
12 percent of th
tudent b d . A total f 15 Ii r ign
student are pre ent1· enrolled at
C a tal Carolina.
In Coastal Car lina' tudent population, male outnum er female.
al
compri e
.4 percent of the tudent
bod". while 42.6 p rcent of Coa tar
tudent are i male.
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Issues and Answers

Editorial

The Hot Box

Weare a team
We have a tendency to take people for
granted. We also have a tendency to
expect things to run smoothly at all
times.
September 21, our son's platlet count
dropped to 22 from a normal of 100,000.
He was hospitalized.
The next morning, we made phone
caDs to some of our staff and Dr. Sally
Hare, our newspaper advisor letting
them know where we could be reached.
We saw our staff come together In a
fantastic team effort in getting out the
paper with a minimum of assistance
from the editor.
We also found Coastal Carolina's
administration, faculty, staff and
students cooperative in working with
our staff.
We felt good knowing so many people
care about our son. His platlet count has
increased and we are optimistic be wUl
continue to improve.
The support of our staff and friends
during this time brought to mind the
words, "no man is an island" . • •
Just as one person cannot put out The
Chanticleer, neitber can one player win
a game nor can one person accomplish
very much alone in this world.
But working together as a team we
can accomplish a great deal.
When we work together within the
community we can help develop the
untapped resources of all the people in
our area.
Through team effort doctors can find
cures for diseases.
And team effort will build the
Wheelwright Auditorium and will build
dormitories.
We are proud to be a part of the team
at the newspaper.
But we are all part of a team . a large
team· the human race.
And if one among us has needs then
we must extend a helping hand.
This past week our staff and friends
put their efforts together in putting out
this issue of the newspaper.
Teamwork is very important whether
it be aimed at a newspaper or in
decision making concerning a college.
We saw teamwork in action at the
recent joint meeting of the Coastal
Foundation, Inc. and the Horry County
Higher Education Commission. We
were impressed with the dedication of
tbose two groups in working to make
Coastal Carolina a truly great college.
We are sure it would be easy for some
members to let personal opinion stand
in the way of Coastal's future but they
are people who are able to work
together for the good of all.
Yes, our newspaper staff is a team
and the foundation and commission ate
a team.
Teams we can be proud of. And at
this time we would like to say thank you
to our staff for their loyalty and hard
work.
And to Dr. E.M. Singleton, the
foundation and commission members a
special thank you for all that you have
done for Coastal Carolina.
None of us can accomplish very much
alone but when we join together . we
can do anything.

What regulations regarding smoking, drinking "
and eating in class are in effect at Coastal?
We felt students and faculty needed
to know what regulations regarding
smoking, eating and drinking in
classrooms were in effect at Coasta.
Dr. Donald L. Thompson, dean of
administration, gave us an update on
Coastal's policies.
What regulations are in effect
regarding smoking, drinking and eating
in classrooms?

. The College is in the process of
implementing its policies relative to
smoking. food and beverages on
campus. Smoking or the consumption of
food or beverages in classrooms and
laboratory areas is prohibited.
These regulations take into account
fire safety. cleanliness and health. and
the fact that a significant percentage of
students now in classes object to
smoking. This becomes even more
critical when classes are scheduled at or
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smoke. ,"n -rne library.

Now r corA- .",oke
even in -the classrooms.

"LETTERS POLICY"
Letters to the Editor must be legible
and brief, not exceeding 150 words.
Whey should contribute worthwhile
comment on timely topics and avoid
libel and bad taste. All letters may be
edited but will not be censored. Each
letter must bear the writer's correct
signature and address. The address will
not appear in the paper. Mail or deliver
letters to: Editor, "The Chanticleer."
P.O. Box 275, Conway, S.c. 29526.

CORRECTION AND APOLOGY
When we make a mistake, whether it
is a misquote or a typographical error,
we will print a correction. Please bring
' errors to our attention as soon as
possible.

near capacity. as is the present case.
Very simply. the heating and ventilation
systems cannot handle the smoke so 'as
to prevent discomfort to non-smokers.
The maintenance staff reports that
presently food and beverages constitute
the number-one problem in cleaning the
buildings. And. coffee and beverage
stains are very difficult to remove from
the carpeting. Recent efforts to upgrade
the classroom environment by new
carpeting and furniture. and the new
buildings. make it imperative that we
have the cooperation of the entire
campus community if Coastal is to
remain a campus of which we can be
proud.
Permanent ashtrays are available in
hallways and especially stairwell and
other areas where smoking is permitted. In the event that addition ashtrays
are needed please contact the maintenance department at Extension 248.
Members of the cam us community

r

We II,
wo';'" -take i-t!
I've. ~ound a way
+0 be:.a-t -the SYSTem.

are also asked to be especially careful to
extinguish all smoking materials when
in carpeted areas. Also. the no smoking.
food and beverages provision extends.
Members of the campus commumty
are also asked to be especial1y careful to
extinguish all smoking materials when
in carpeted areas. Also. the no smoking.
food and beverages provision extends to
the arena area ~f Williams-Brice. at all
times. incltlding when athletic or other
events are in progress. And. please help
us all by placing litter in waste baskets
and receptacles conveniently located in
the buildings and on· the grounds. The
college. in this respect. voluntarily
assumes responsibility for picking up
litter along College Drive from Highway
501 to 544. If the Coa tal community
shows the way. perhaps other travelers
along this route will be less prone and at
other strategic locations reminding
everyone of their obligations in this
res ect.

Le+ 'ern ' ~i9ure
+his ou+.
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The Chanticleer
Coastal Carolina College
P.O. Box 275
Conway, S.C. 29526
The Chanticleer is a student publication of Coastal Carolina College. The opinions
expressed do not represent those of the administration, facult), or students as a
whole.
Editor ................................................. Mar), Jean Baxley
Managing Editor .............................................. Cherri Dix
News Editor ................................................ Roderick Lee
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Production Manager ........................................ Robert Massre
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Advisor ................................................... Dr. Sally Hare
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On June 14, Dr. Cyril B. Busbee,
state superintendent of education sent a
memorandum to area, district and
county superintendents.
This memorandum pertained to
status of profoundly mentalty retarded
persons.
Busbee contended that under Public
Law 94-142 schools were mandated "to
provide a free and appropriate
education for all handicapped children"
and that South Carolina was in
compliance.
But it was also his contention that
"the federal regulation does not require
the state or local school districts to be
the sole provider of special education
and related services nor to be financially
responsible for all the state's educational programs."
Busbee said that public schools have
no authority to provide special
education to profoundly mentally
handicapped pupils. "In our interpretation of Act 1070, this responsibility lies
with the S.C. department of mental
retardation, ., the memo said.
On June 30, Daniel Mcleod, state
attorney general gave an opinion on
responsibility of education for profoundly retarded persons.
At the conclusion of an eight page
opinion. McLeod wrote "the state
department of education has the legal
responsibility to provide an "appropriate" education for all the handicapped
children and youth outside the
jurisdiction of the department of mental
retardation who are enrolled and
eligible for enrollment in the public
schools, including the so-called "profoundly" mentally retarded."
, Had Busbee won. the progress of
twenty years would have been lost. We
commend McLeod for recognizing the
rights of profoundly retarded persons.
We wish everyone everywhere would
work toward recognizing and accepting
the mentally retarded and physically
handicapped.
There are over 36 million disabled
citizens in our country.
Public Law 94-142 wi11 help in
education, implementation of 504 will
help eliminate some discrimination.
But even after some barriers have
come down. others remain. One of the
major and worse yet confronting the
handicapped is accessibility.
Access to buHdings, to housings. to
jobs and to educational facilities is far
from a reality.
As long as ramps. curb cuts, braille
and other aids for persons with
handicaps do not exist then their rights
are being denied.
No school can call itself public when it
is not totally accessible to the
handicapped.
We must join together in seeing that
all children and adults are guaranteed
an education and that the guarantee is
backed by delivery of services.
Look around you and see if your
business, school, church, and houses
are accessible to the disabled.
Education should be available to
everyone. Let's make things happen.
Let's access America.

e

Parking article
upsets student
In the September 20 edition of The
Chanticleer, Roderic Lee says that Dr.
Donald L. Thompson has indicated
"that parking regulations on campus
will be enforced. If the incidence of
yellow curb parking, blocking entrance
and exit lanes, and obstructing parking
spaces for the handicapped and
wheelchair ramps continues. the county
police wilt issue tickets to flagrant
violators.
I will say that I believe that Coastal
students have the common sense and
courtesy not to block entrances, exits,
handicapped spaces, and wheel chair
ramps. ' But other than these areas,
where are we to par ? Par ing on
College Road is hazardous. Parking on
Quail Creek Road is hazardous and
discourteous to the residents and
golfers of Quail Creek. Parking in
ditches can result in bogged-down cars
(especially after rain). Parking in the
area of College Center disturbs
construction and construction traffic.
My point is that except for violations
of the first sentence of my second
paragraph. what right does anyone have
to penalize students for par . ng? And I
notice that armed (what is the need for
revolvers and ammunition?) officers of a
private security service are patrolling
Coastal as opposed to county police as
mentioned in the article.
Coastal should slap itself on the wrist
instead of penalizing students for
parking. Coastal is planning par ing
spaces to ease the problem, but I speak
for all students trying to park up to this
time of additional spaces.

Barely two generations have passed
since these rivers wer first brid ed to
admit the outside
orId, and this
condition of geographic privacy determined the character ofthe social system
that grew up east of th rivers over the
span of three hundred years. Fr e from
any influence from the plantation
economy of the south and separated
from the industrial-commerci 1 orientation of western communities, there
gre
up in Horry County
social
culture distinctive and unique. Thu the
area developed into a region of small
family farms served by sma)) to s. a
pattern hich Thomas Jefferson once
envisioned as the ide for the entire
country.
As a result of this geographic priv cy.

JJ

On another page of this issue of The
Chanticleer President o ark Parker
discusses some of the reasons why
Coastal Carolina Alumni A sociation
does not favor affiliation with a central
Greater USC Alumni Association in
Columbia.
Apart from the factors cited by
Parker. there is an additional. more
fundamental reason that will appeal to
those who have their roots in the
Horry-Georgetown area. and to aU who
agree that regional cultural identity is
worth preserving and protecting.
On a map of South Carolina, draw a
line from the town of ichols, northwest
of Conway, to Georgetown, in the
southeast. You will note that your line
runs directly throu h the heart of the
geographic region served b ' Coastal
Carolina College. ote too that your tine
follows generally just east of a river
orth
system which begins at the
Carolina border and emptie into the
sea at Georgetown. thus separa ing the
upper coastal region from the rest of the
state. The Horry-Georgetown area is, in
effect. an island surrounded b water
barriers.
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RICHARD F. FERDO

Alumni say
"no to USC

everyon .
pa sed
hould no

I

Editor:

I. as Chief Administrati e Officer of
the College . support the concept of
freedom of the pre s and. therefore.
believe that you have the right to use
your editorial column to expre
our
perspecti 'e on ariou campu i sue . I
also support the institution's responsibilit to funv inform students and
facu'tty of ou~ vie '5 on an i ~e as
imponant as con ideration of separation
from the Univer ity System . After
careful consideration of the pro and
cons regarding thi i ue , If el that it i
in Coa tars best ;ntere t to maintain it
pre ent statu within the Univer it.
Sy tern.
Three years a 0 we might have
agreed with some of the statement in
your ditorial. But. over the past
t urteen month . ignificant stride and
accomplishments have been made to
e ta Ii h a ystem approach to rna
Coa tal and the other branch campu_e
integral part of the total Univer it),.
To attempt to change the attitudes of

•
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SP9.rts Editor
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My prayers were answered! Someone
and
caught "SUPPORT FEVER"
signed up to help cover sports.
However, we can use more help.
Anyone who would like to write for the
sports pages contact me (Carolyn Floyd)
through The Chanticleer office or at
365-6243.
Coach Russ Bergman says the men 's
basketball team is looking good. The
practice season officially opened on
September 25th. The first game is on
November 17th at Coastal Carolina
against Wingate. YES, that's just six
weeks away! A full house for the first
game would be great!
Violet Meade. women's volleyball
coach is working hard with her players.
Women's volleyball is in its fifth
intercollegiate year at Coastal. This
year Coastal is having to replace five
seniors from the 1977 squad, one of
whom was recognized by coaches as
being in the top ten players in the state
(Cathy Nance).
.
The first volleyball game is October
2nd against Columbia College in
Columbia at 6:30 p.m.
On the tennis scene is Chanticleer
Eddie Gayon. Gayon defeated teammate Keith Skipper 6-4, 6-2 to win the
men's si~gles championship flight of
the annual Conway Handicap Tennis
Tournament last week.

• **

Coastal Carolina soccer team gets a brisk workout during a recent game. Staff
Photo b~' Gary James.

"
COASTAL CAROLINA SOCCER
OCT.·NOV. TEAM SCHEDULE
Date
October 2
October 6
October 9
October 12
October 14
October 16
October 18
October 25
October 28
November 1

Opponent
Citadel
Winthrop College
Georgia State University
Francis Marion College
Allen University
Newberry College
Wofford College
College of Charleston
Wofford College
Baptist College

Away Game times as arranged
with individual coaches.

Mon.
Fri.
M()n.
Thurs.
Sat.
Mon.
Wed.
Wed.
Sat.
Wed.

Home Game times:

Time
7:30
3:00
3:00
'7:.10
2:00
3:00
4:00
4:00
2:00
3:00

Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Awtty

Weekday" - 3:00
Saturda~'s 2:00

Golfers place ninth

Great Work Soccer Team!
Coastal Carolina's Soccer team, in its
first year of varsity play, is off to a good
start. The third game of the season was
played Saturday, September 23rd.,
against the Newberry Indians.
Brian Knoess scored a school record'
of five goals in the Newberry game to
lead the Coastal Carolina Chanticleer
soccer team to a 7-1 victory over
Newberry.
Our soccer team traveled to Columbia
Tuesday, September 26th to play ust.
Although the Chants lost 13-2, they held
the score down to only an 11 pt. lead for
USC. What's so great about that? USC
is ranked 10th in the nation. The Chants
had a chance at the goal twice and made
both shots.
Chip Small is the new goalkeeper for
the Chants and made 35 saves in the
USC game.
Previous games were September 16th '
against Allen University wjth a 2-1 win
for Coastal, and September 20th against
Winthrop with a 8-1 loss for the Chants.
To all of our atheletes I say - You're
FANTASTIC!

***

By CHRISTINE MILLER
Staff Writer

Six members of Coastal's twelve-man golf team traveled up to Harrisonburg,
Virginia to play in the James Madison Invitational Golf Tournament September
21-24. It was played on the Spotswood Country Club golf course. James Madison
University hosted the event.
The Coastal team finished in ninth out of seventeen competing teams. An
afternoon rainstorm on the first day made playing conditions exceptionally difficult
for the three teams with the later tee-off times. Coastal was one of the unfortunate
three. That rainy first round play left them in second-to-the-Iast place going into the
second round. The next morning they gained seventeen strokes on the field and
continued to play well in the third round to take ninth place. Coach Tom Cooke felt
ninth place was good, considering the downpour of the first day. Only one of the
teams who played against the storm placed in the top half. That was Old
Dominion's players and they took seventh place.
.
Coach Cooke said Coastal would have easily placed in the top five if the team had
not had to contend with a "hurricane".
Burt Brown shot 78. 76, 76, totaling 230; Bob DiIlon,77, 76, 74. totaling 227; Rick
Lewallen. 79, 74. 74, totaling 227; Eddie Salley, 77, 79, 73. totaling 229; Malcolm
Trickey. 80. 79, 80, totaling 239; and Rob West, 84, SO, 77, totaling 241.
UNC at Charlotte holed first place, Virginia Tec took second, Indiana State of
Pennsylvania took third, the host team, James Madison, placed fourth and fifth
with their A and B teams, Eton finished sixth. Old Dominion placed seventh. the
University of Richmond placed eighth, and Coastal followed in the number nine
position.
The low scorers were Inman from Old Dominion at 213, Sheldon from
Appalachian State at 213. Ken Staufer at 213. Moser from UNC Charlotte at 214,
McCarty from Virginia Tec. at 215. Tucker from Old Dominion at 215, and Crigler
from UNC Charlotte at 215.
The Coastal team will be looking for fairer weather on the fairways October 8-10
at the Campbell-Atlantic Christian Tournament in Bouie Creek, North Carolina.
)

The Coastal Carolina soccer team
played USC in Columbia Tuesday,
September 26th and lost 13-2. Although
the Chants lost they held the score down
to an 11 point lead for Carolina. who i
ranked 10th in the Nation.
U.S.C. had 54 shots at goal. The
CClastai Chants had only two shots at
goal but made both of them.
Dr. Farrelly .• Coastal soccer coach.
said. "We can feel proud of our game
against such an experienced team as
U.S.c."
The Chants, in their first year of
varsity play. are 2-1. They defeated
Allen 2-1. lost to Winthrop 8-1, and
defeated the Newberry College Indians
7-1.
Newberry. like Coastal. is in its first
year of intercollegiate competition.
Carlos Gonzales tied a Winthrop
single game scoring record when he
scored four goals to lead Winthrop to an
8-1 romp over the Coastal Carolina
College Chanticleers at Seahawk
Stadium.
Winthrop jumped to a 5-0 halftime
lead and coasted throughout the second
half to hand the Chants their first loss of
the season.
Gonzales got the winners started in
the first half and then four other
Winthrop players got into the scoring
action before it was over.
Also scoring goals for Winthrop were
Tim Peay. Fausto Pino. Allen Rikard of
Myrtle Beach and Pend Armistead.
Winthrop's Frankie Griffin also tied a
school record when he picked up four
assists.
The only Coastal Carolina goal came
in the second half and was scored by
Dave Paddock on a penalty kick.
Winthrop took 38 shots at the goal
while the Chanticleers were a01e to
attempt only 16 shots at the goal.
Winthrop scored three goals in the
final six minutes of the first half to go
from a 2-0 lead to a 5-0 advantage.
"Winthrop demonstrated superior
skill in the basics of soccer," said
Coastal coach Dr. John Farrelly.
Brian Knoess scored a school record
five goals Saturday, Sept. 23rd., to lead
. the Coastal Carolina Chanticleer 'soccer
team to a 7-1 victory over the Newberry
College Indians at Myrtle Beach's
Seahawk Memorial Stadium.
Knoess attempted eight shots at th~
goal and was successful on five of them.
Two of his goals came in the first half as
Coastal took a 4-0 halftime lead.
Dave Reid scored Coastal's first goal
and Knoess added the next two before
Dave Paddock closed out the first-half
scoring.
Knoess then scored Coastal's three
second-half goals as Newberry was held
to only one goal, that by Norman
Walters.
"I thought our offensive live played
up to their full potential for the first
time this season," said Dr. Farrelly.
Farrelly said his players more than
made up for their poor performance
against Winthrop. He praised his team
for controlling the bait and for its
distribution of passes.
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COASTAL CAROLI A COLLEGE
VOLLEYBALL ROSTER
1978-79

umber

10
11
12

ame

Ht.

Tcrry Hickman
Pam Walsh
*Kuuipc McFadden
*Joan Cribb
Jackie DcWitt
Jan Hucks
Linda Sellers
Ann Grimmer

13
14
15

20
22

Major

5·6
·7
5·6
5·10

Cia

Hometo n

P.E.
Fre h.
Marine Science Fre h.
,.
P yc.
Jr.
P.E.
Jr.
P.E.
Fre h.
P.E.
Jr.
P.E.
Fresh.
P.E.
oph.

-5

5-6
-3
.7 1/2

Conw3_. S.C.
Brun • .Y.
Kaneohe. Ha\\ aii
H ming\\ay. S.c.
Mvnle Beach. S.c.
A. n r. .c. - . M~rtle Beach. S.C.
Myrtle Beach, S.c.

---

*dcnotes co-captain
]978 VOLLEYBALL SCHED LE
Date
Oct. 2
6-7

9
12
14

18
23
26
3t

3.4

0\.

6
f

10.11

Opponent
Columbia College
Prc\byterian
U C -Charlotte
Tournament
USC-Aiken
Franci Marion College
College of CharJe t n
Clemson
Bapti,t College
Benedict College
Francis Mari n C liege
Er kine College
Benedict College
Furman niver ity
U C-Aiken
im ton
nlumbia Col1eg
C ker College
Wet Georgia College
ournament
Winthrop College
U C -Spananburg
IA W Tournament

Place
Columbia

Time

6:30

CharI tte

A

Home

-:00

Charlc ton

6:

Home

:00

Aorenc

:00

Columbia

6:00

Aiken

6: 0

Home

6:00

Carrollton. Ga.

A

Ro k Hill

:00

Here is your chance!
to buy your 1979 Atheneum
on sale
October 9 -10 in the
Student Union Library
Now $1 0
Later $12
DI'f~\
:Q ~I\

~~.--"'1

\liI\
~ ~\
I ~~~~~

~

819 Main
Myrtle Beach

II Where Hwys. 17 & 501 Meet

<>

ForCaITJ-OutOrders,
Call 448-6781

)....;.;-.==-~

19

t.

am

10

14

12

10
14"

14

_0
22
24
0
40
44
42
"0 * Tat Ga urn
"2 M rl Britt
4

1
1

6·4

220
210

R

Disco Class

Adult Dancercize Class

un Spot
Be erage

a

Wednesday - 7: 15 - 8:00 PM
Combining Ballet, Modern,

819 N. Kings Hwy.
448-6697

H y17

Jazz & Yoga

Ladies Condi 'ioning
Class
Keeping Yourself in Shape

Call/or more in/ormation between 1- 6PM

p
G

2
21
1
... 1

G
G
F

2
l~

2
r
Jr.
h.

2 0
22

BmER • NOT BIGGER

8 Week Course
October thru early December

~

.

Surf ide Beach
UThe Store of
Friendly pirit "

Bowling
league
new

r 4 J
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SWAMP!
" SWAMP!". the fall production of
Stage South, the State Theatre of South
Carolina, began its fall tour October 2.
For nine weeks, the musical will be
performed in various schools throughout the state.
Billed as "a celebration of South
Carolina's
natural
environment,"
" SW AMP!" was written for Stage
South by Dick Goldberg of Columbia.
Amy D. Rubin composed the play's
original music. The director of
"SWAMP!" is Elizabeth Keen, who
also choreographed the play.
Speaking of the six member cast
which
has
been
selected
for
"SW AMP!" . Gene Lesser, Artistic
Director for Stage South. said. "We
have assembled a dynamic company of
enthusiastic and talented young professional actors. singers and dancers for
this fall's production ." The cast
members for "SWAMP!" are Stephen
Bordner, Robert Bullock. Jr.. Craig
Mason, Deborah MacHale. Gloria
Sauve, and Renee Vincent.
Stephen Bordner. of Columbia.
appeared last spring in Stage South's
presentation of "The Subject Was
Roses ." He also has appeared in three
earlier productions of Stage South,
"U.S.A.". "Hoptoads. Hardheads. and
Other Mountain Beasties", and "Sea
Island Song." A graduate of the North
Carolina School of the Arts, Bordner has
most recently appeared in all three
productions staged by the USC Summer
Repertory Theater.
Robert Bullock, Jr., also of Columbia,
has appeared as a singer and dancer in
numerous community theater productions as well as with the Columbia City
Ballet and with the Carolina Ballet
Company. The Eau Claire High School
graduate holds a degree in theater from
the University of South Florida.
A third member of the cast, Craig
Mason, has done extensive touring with
singing and improvisational comedy
groups, performing in New York's
Catskill Mountains, Miami, and Bermuda. The Yale graduate has also
appeared in both Off- and Off-Off
Broadway. and at the Long Wharf in
New Haven, Connecticut.
Deborah MacHa1e, a graduate of the
University of Texas. has studied with
Herbert Berghof in New York. She has
performed in various professional
productiops and musical reviews in New
York and on the West Coast. Mac Hale
wrote the words and music for one ot
these reviews, "Harrison, Texas,"
which was staged in New York at the
Herbert Berghof Studios.
"SWAMP!" cast member Gloria
Sauve will be seen in the movie version
ofthe musical "The Wiz." She has also
appeared in television production
including "The War Between the
Tates" and the feature filt'll "Silver
Streak." Her theatre experience includes productions staged by Black Theatre
Canada and Studio ' Lab Canadian.
Sauve studied dance with the Toronto
Dance Theatre and acting with Lee
Strasberg in New York.
Renee Vincent has appeared in plays
at Southern Methodist University in
Dallas, Texas. where she also earned
her bachelors degree in dance and
masters degree in acting.
For information about the ' touring
dates for •• SW AMP! ", contact Stage
South touring coordinator Robin Chandler at 758-7928 in Columbia. or write the
South Carolina Arts Commission, 1800
Gervais Street, Columbia, S.C. 29201.
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ByrdsEye View

Why patronize the arts
By GARY BYRD
Entertainment Editor
On September 13, 1978. the play
"Vanities" enhanced our stage at
Coastal Carolina College. The play was
well produced and directed. and the
acting was -excellent.
Why were there not more students at
the play? It seems that out of 1800
students at least 100 or even 7S would
attend a worthwhile endeavor such as
··Vanities". Students should start
appreciating the arts while they are in
college. By attending the arts during
one's college years. one starts a
personal tradition of patronage of the
arts. For a student, a play has three
main values: the educational value, the
cultural value, and the pleasurable
value.
One of our major reasons for
attending college is to grow intellectually. Theoretical training is just one
aspect of learning; the other part of
knowledge gathering is via the
practical. An excellent way to obtain
practical knowledge is to attend a play.
At a play one can see the printed word
come to life. Acting is a very effective

teaching tool. The more senses· we
incorporate into the learning experience, the easier it is to learn. Plays
combine words, actions, and settings to
stimulate the cerebral cortex.
The intellectual value of a play is
intertwined with the cultural value. One
cannot be well-educated if the cultural
appetite is not nourished. Culture is the
training and refining of the mind.
manners, and taste or the result of this
refinement. Refining and training the
mind culturally is as important as the
pursuit of an education via theory.
A good play is not only cognitively
and culturally uplifting, but it is also
pleasurable as wen. A fine play can
leave an indelible imprint on the
pleasure centers of the brain. After
attending an excellent play, the mind is
fined with elation; a play is a good way
to relax and enjoy life. In my opinion, a
play is much more pleasurable than a
movie on the silver screen.
Plays are not produced for the actors'
enjoyment but for our enjoyment, so
start patronizing the arts.

IN CONCERT •••
In Greenvilte. S.c. on October 13.
Kenny Rogers wilt be in concert.
The concert circuit by-passed Fayetteville. N.C. and Charleston, S.c. thus
far for this month. Hopefully. the latter
part of Octobe; will bring top-flight
entertainment to these cities, which are
known for their quality of entertaInment.
The first week of October is loaded
with heavy-weight entertainment in
Greensboro. Check this out: October 7.
the mighty Doobie Brothers will fitt your
ears with beautiful sounds and your
spirit with total bliss.
The number one place on the
southeastern concert circuit in October
is Charlotte. N.C .. with a bitl-card that
looks like a list of who's who in the rock
industry: on October 8. Neil Young; on
October 14. The Brothers Johnson. who
just released an album; on October 15.
Kenny Loggins; and on October 20,
K.C. and the Sunshine Band from
Miami. Florida.
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Campus Union
presents ... .
Campus Union has scheduled performances by Toad the Mime, Edmonds
and Curley, and Erin Isaac to be
presented during the next two weeks.
Toad the Mime, also known as
Antoinette Atell, will perform in the
Lecture Hall October 10. Billed as the
mime "for all seasons and all reasons,"
Toad demonstrates the universal
medium of the mime in which all can
participate. In addition. Toad often
breaks the silence of the art and
explains her craft to the audience.
The comedy team of Edmonds and
Curley will be appearing at Coastal
Carolina on October 12. The comedy
team has performed on the Tonight
Show as well as an opening act for such
starts as B.B. King. Harry Chapin, and
Melissa Manchester.
Singer and songwriter Erin Isaac will
appear twice on the Coastal campus,
October 17 at 12 noon and October 18 at
8 p.m. Both performances will be held
in the Lecture Hall. An Isaac song.
"Winter Moon ." was a winner of the
1977 American Song Festival.
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Reviews
The turnout for theatrical production
on thi' campu ha eldom been great.
For that rea on. the low attendance at
the recent pre. entation of "Vanitie "
would eem to be no more disappointing
than u ual. Yet it wa more of a
disappointment. ince this play probably bear more relevance to the live
of c He e student than any other play
pre cnted here recently.
"Vanitie ". pre ented at 8 p.m. on
eptember 13 in the lecture hall, wa
taged b' the USC department of
theatre and speech and was directed b
Jame
A. Patter on. This touring
production wa brought to us by
Campu Union. an organization which
ne er give up in its effort to bring
quality entertainment to our chool. no
matter how few tudent take advantage of it.
In hi note prefatory to the pia"
cript. playwright Jack Heifer cites the
dictionary definition
of the work
"vanit,": I) the quality of being
per onaHy vain. exce sive pride in one's
appearance. qualitie. gift.
and
achievement . 2) emptiness. unrealit .
ham. folly. want of real value. 3) a
dressing table.
Lindsay Alexandre did a fine job of
conveying the ulnerable but adaptable
nature of "Kathy". Her performance
was consistantly good. and
he
managed to make the person alit ,
change Ie. e ere than those of Mary
and still more pronounced than tho e of
Joanne. the third character. That wa a
tricky balance which a less accompli hed actre would not have been able to
achieve.
The real tandout performance of
"Vanities". however, was that of Beth
Meadow in the role of Joanne. Of
cour e. in all fairne
to the other
actre ses. it hould be pointed out that
Joanne i the character who changes the
least over the year . Her down-home
accent does not disappear, as do tho e
of the other girl . Her attitudes remain
unswervingly true to the small-town
American ideals which the others come
to que tion and reject. Thus. she
obviously had a more definite character
to build upon. But whatever the reason,
Meadow's performance was nearly
perfect. In fact. the characterization was
so realistic that you could walk away
with the feeling Joanne was a real
human being whose tife extended
beyond the artificial boundaries et by
"Vanities" .

Vanities
ByBUZ ARTIN
Staff Writer

Director Patter on i to be commended for hi uperb u e of movement
in repre enting the three tage of life
in which the girl are een. Both he and
the actres e howed a finely developed
under tanding of b d' language, \\ hich
added a great deal of depth to the
performance.
"The pIa' . anitie '." wri e Heifner, "mean all of the e thing ." That
1 a
neat a ummation of an ' \\or' of
art a you are Iikel to find. and it i
indicative of the ec nom' of word and
implicity of concept to be found in the
pia. That
pmt
a
con eyed
beautifully b ' the U C production. The
understated et de ign and lighting. the
alwa
good and ometime brilliant
acting. and the director' fine sen e of
m vement and pace c mbined to create
a Ii ely and enjo 'able theatrical
experience.
The pia' trace the live of three
~'oung women from their late teen to
their earl twenties in three cene
taking place everal year apart. In the
fir t cene, the oung women are flight,
high chool cheerleaders. In the econd.
they are orority si ter preparing to
graduate from college. Finall " they are
full-grown women at an impromptu
reunion in ew York.
The character changes which the
oung women go throu h on their a
to maturity are bound to pre ent a real
challenge to an' actre s pIa 'ing in
"Vanities". In the ca e of USC'
staging of the play, that challenge a
well met.
MiLena Herring, formerly a re iden
of Myrtle Beach. pIa ed the lu ty.
freedom-loving Mary. She handled the
character's tra ition from a loose but
conventional sma)) town girl to a Big
Apple sophisticate with a great deal of
st 'Ie and verve. Though her acting wa
fine throughout. the la t eene a
undoubtabl her time to shine. a he
gave the character a dazzling personality which nearl ran off with the how.
Overall, the production wa a highly
successful one. It wa comedy of the
highest order in that it contained level
of meaning beneath the humor. Such
underlying meaning could be ea it
lost in a Ie er production.
Those of u
who experienc d
"Vanities" are grateful to Campu
Union for having pre ented it. Let u
hope they will not let shoddy attendance
deter them from bringing u more
events of thi nature.
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Math department surveys new texts
The Coastal Carolina math department continuously surveys the new
math texts that appear annually.
Although department search committees are charged with the selection of
new texts. their decision represents an
accommodation involving the following:
fulfiJJing the course objectives. meeting
the special needs of the students. and
incorporating and teaching experience
and expertise of the instructors.
This year, new texts have been
selected for pre-calculus. MATH 125.
and the three-semester calculus sequence MATH 141. 142, and 241. The
new selections include the feature of a
student supplement to accompany the
normally available classroom text. This
feature is designed to alleviate two
troublesome areas which are frequently
encountered:
a. recognizing and making provision
for the diverse math backgrounds of the
students pursuing a course in calculus.
b. accepting the fact that our student
body is predominantly a commuting as
opposed to a "campus resident" body.
and hence does not have ready access to
the math faculty when their class is not
in ses ion.

Coastal Happenings
This textbook supplement provides
each student with readily available
source material to fil1 in knowledge gaps
that the student identifies in the course
of his daily homework. The supplement
is specifically "keyed" to the text on a
. "'t'hapter, Section" basis. The material
is presented in a self-explanatory form
designed for self-instruction. For
example. if a student reaches · an
impasse in Chapter 1. Section 4 of his
classroom text. he caT) refer to Chapter
1. Section 4 of the student supplement
for help. There he will find examples
with key intermediate steps shown to
him. Answers are conveniently displayed as part of the depicted work steps.
Each student determines the amount of
practice he requires before returning to
the classroom text for the next step of
the homework.
Although this supplement is particularly well-suited for the student who

wants to go as far as he can on his own.
it is a potential time-saver for all
students. It will particularly help those
students who. after leaving campus at
the end of class. feel that they had no
alternative source of help until they
meet with the class instructor at the
next scheduled class period.

CRAFTS TRUCK TO BE AT COASTAL
The South Carolina Arts Commission
Crafts Truck will be at Coastal Carolina
from October 16 through November 17.
The Crafts Truck is a mobile studio unit
fully equipped for a variety of art
activities.
Visiting artists staff the Crafts Truck.
Both a potter and a textile artist will be
providing instruction and guidance to

Cino's Roost

Humanities conference
at Winthrop Oct. 8-10
A conference to explore the present •
role and future directions of the
humanities will be held at Winthrop
College Oct. 8-10.
Titled "The Humanities: Perceptions. Purp6ses. Prospects." the conference will bring some of the nation' s
leading scholars together to discuss the
humanities in higher education and in
society.
Although designed for higher education faculties, both humanists and
non-humanists. the conference is open
to anyone concerned about the
humanities.
Thomas S. Morgan. acting dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences at
Winthrop, and Jay Ostwalt. professor
emeritus at Davidson College, are
coordinating the conference. Morgan
said the meeting should be useful to
higher education administrators, school
superintendents. teachers on every
level, librarians. college and high school
students. state officials involved in
higher education, members of the
governing boards of institutions of
higher education, archivists, museum
personnel. and business leaders.
The conference is sponsored by the
South Carolina Committee for the
Humanities, the North Carolina Humanities Committee, and the Charlotte
Area Educational Consortium. an
organization of 11 colleges in the

..... ...............
~$1 WITH
OFF
THIS COUPON
_ Metrolina area.

Truck visitors in the . Coastal area. The
Crafts Truck's residency is tailored to
local interests and needs. Demonstrations. workshops. individual instruction. and technical assistance will be
combined to prOIDQte the growth of
community arts.
Special projects will be an important
part of the residency. The artists will
produce creative works, either alone or
with the assistance of interested
individuals. This will provide a special
focus to the residency and give the
community an opportunity to see the
artists at work.
The Crafts Truck will offer a "hands
on" experience in ceramics and textile
crafts. Public school students. Coastal
classes. interested students. senior
citizens. and other community members
will participate in the residency.
The South Carolina Arts Commission
supports the Crafts Truck residency.
This support allows the Crafts Truck to
be offered for a fee of $800.

,,+<V Restaurant for Student s
& Faculty

Variety of Sandwiches & Plates
Eunice Graham, Mgr.

Robert M. Lumiansky. president of
the American Council of Learned
Societies. will deliver an address at the
conference's opening session at 8 p.m.
Oct. 8. in Tillman Auditorium.
Joseph D. Duffey, chairman of the
National Endowment for the Humanities. \vill speak at 7:30 p.m. Monday.
Oct. 9. also in Tillman Auditorium. O.B.
Hardison, director of Folger Library in
Washington. D.C.. will deliver the third
major address at noon Tuesday, Oct. 10,
in McBryde.
The Monday luncheon will feature
Leland Cox. executive director of the
S.c. Committee for the Humanities.
and R. Oakley Winters. executive
director of the N.C. Humanities
Committee. They will examine the
humanities in relation to the public.
A Tuesday morning symposium on
reaffirmation will be led by Elizabeth
Sewell. a poet at UNC-Charlotte; John
Edgerton. a journalist from Nashville,
Tenn.; and John Young, professor of
philosophy, Davidson College.
The -$10 registration fee does not
inolude two conference luncheons which
will 'be $3.50 each.
Registration forms and other information are available at Joynes Center for
Continuing Education, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, S.c. 29733; telephone
(803) 323-2196.
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Command at sea. That's what every career Surface Warfare Officer
strives for. The dimensions of command do not end at sea but broaden to
encompass still larger spheres of responsibility, at sea and ashore.
If you ti.ink you have what it talces. talk to te Navy Officer Information
Team when they visit your campu on October 12 or call Toll Fre 1-800922-2824 for more information.
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Coastal welcomes library staff member
By JENNIE SAUSSY
Staff Writer
Coastal's library gained three staff
members this past summer. They are
Mrs. Charmaine Tomczyk. Ms. Mary
Bull. and Mrs. Bethany James.
Tomczyk is assistant librarian of
technical services. She completed her
undergraduate studies at the University
of Connecticut and holds a masters in
library science from Southern Connecticut State College.
Tomczyk came to Coastal Carolina in
June from New Haven, Connecticut.
She had been aquisition assistant at the
social science library at Yale University.
Her duties at the Kimbel Library
include ordering books and seeing that
they are catalogued. filed, and placed
on the shelves. According to Tomczyk,
most of her time is spent ordering
specific periodicals and journals.
The spectacular growth of Coastal
Carolina attracted Tomczyk here during
a time when she was willing to relocate
in order to further her career. She said,
"Many other universities are going
through budget crunches, land shortages. and job freezes."
This is Tomczyk's first time south of
Virginia. She is pleased to find southern
hospitality more than a myth. She is
also pleasantly surprised at the depth of
cultural activities in the area; she was
particularly impressed with "Vanities."
Ms. Mary Bull is the new reference
librarian at Coastal. She was formerly
the assistant reference librarian at
Indiana University at Kokomo. She
holds a B.A. in English and religious
studies ar:li a masters in librarv science

Charmaine Tomczyk Bethany James and Mary Bull take a break from oridng at
the Kimbel Library to po e for our photographer. Staff Photo by Gary James.

from Indianna University at Bloomington.
Bull's main duty in the library is
helping people utilize the library for
research. She is also in charge of
government documents and interlibrary loans. Bull also gives library
instruction to the students by conducting library tours and going into classes
to lecture about library services.
According to Bull. student participation in extracurricular activities has
impressed her because she did not
expect this from a commuter school. But
finds both students and faculty open
and friendly. One of the reasons Bull

came here was to avoid the raw
Indiana winters, and she is looking
forward to not being snowed in.
Mrs. Bethany James is technical
assistant to the librarian. Her main duty
is to supervise the desk and to assist
students and faculty.
J ames is from Conway. She worked
eleven and one-half years as executive
housekeeper for the Conway Hospital.
She has had training at the University of
orth Carolina in several phases of
management. budget control, and
personal relations.
James sees her job as on the opposite
end of human exchange from her former

work. "Ho pital wor ," she said
"while worthwhile and fulfilling, i
somewhat depre sing in its very natur .
Here I find everyon con umed WI
zest for life and the search
r
knowledge and fresh ideas." he saId
this has rubbed off on her and has
improved her outlook or the future. he
has confidence that the youth of toda
wiJI make fine leader tomorro .
James is married to Bennett James,
Sr .• and is the mother of a son and th
daughters. Her son, Benj , was named
Outstanding Student at Coa al in 1
Benj was also named recipient 0 the
Kimbel Scholar hip in 1
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Alumni Notes
Parker announces
decision on alumni affiliation
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DR. ELIZABETH PUSKAR

Puskar provides
counseling
By CHRISTINE MILLER
Staff Writer
School is back in session . Your books
are piled high around you, your notes
and papers are stretched from one end
of the table to the other; this professor
wants that, and this professor doesn't
want that, and if you don't get done by
four you'll never be to work on time '...
and your family wants to see you
sometime, and your friends do, if you
have any friends left by now because of
the way you've been acting. And
blowing yourself away like that last
weekend didn't help much but you can't
think about all that now, you've got to
study . . . and suddenly you're so
homesick you wish the book would talk
back to you instead of just stare.
WHERE DOES ONE GO FROM

THERE?
We at Coastal have a place to go, but
it's not really a place, it's a person. Dr.
Elizabeth Puskar has opened herself
and the office door of Coastal Carolina's
counseling service (which did not have a
director last year). She is our new
director of counseling services.
Puskar earned her M.Ed. and Ph.D.
at the University of Pittsburg and then
stayed in Pittsburg as a teacher and
school counselor. A job opening in the
education department at Coastal
brought her south. She became
acquainted with the students needs on
the Coastal campus in her four years of
teaching education.
Her counseling orientation and ability
was expanded during that time because
she worked with other local counseling
services. She became director of
counseling because assisting individuals through troubled times, is her
foremost interest and the field in which
she is most qualified.
Sometimes it is difficult to seek
assistance, but life can be more difficult
if you don't. Puskar is aware of this and
immediately makes every effort to make
you feel at ease. (1 should know. This
was my first feature interview and I was
nervous.) She is young and tanned; her
brown eyes are warm, her smile
friendly. She is a relaxed person who
enjoys going home after a lon.e day to a
book and soft music.
Puskar is also a woman on the go - a
woman with ideas. She wants first to
become visible with the students and

The board of directors of Coastal
Car(llina Alumni Association. meeting
111 Sept. 18 at the college. voted upon
the proposed affiliation with the Greater
USC Alumni Association in Columbia.
Based on information a\'ailable at the
time. the Board v(lted to remain
independent.
As the c(lllege communitv is aware.
thi.;; issue has b~een under c~nsideration
I'M se\'eral months. and the decision by
('nastal Alumni is the culmination of
se\'eral meetings and consultation with
ad"isors.
In ann(luncing the decision to retain
local independence, Clark Parker.
president of Coastal Carolina Alumni
Association. concedes that the step
entails a substantial short-term financial sacrifice. but emphasizes that the
Board of Directors places priority on
complete freedom of action in programs
and activities. "Our first loyalty."
added Parker. "is to Coastal Carolina
C<,lIege. in full support of its ideals and
the educational objectives of the
communities it serves."

In general. the plan of affiliation
pn'llOsed by Columbia campus calls for
a central organization. the Greater USC
Alumni Association. which would
include all eight campuses. In the words
\,f the Columbia group. each campus
assllciation wil1 retain local identitv but
l'~'ntrali7ed control will be vested i~ the
Greater USC Alumni Association.
Among the objections to affilation
\\'ith a Greater USC Alumni Assoc .. the
Coastal Assoc. takes exception to the
l'PJ1C'CPt of "alumni scholarships" as
defined by the Columbia campus.
According to the terms of this plan.
.,chlliarships " 'ill be awarded by the
0n,'3(er USC Alumni Asso(.'. to talented
... wdents in each of the state judicial
districts. induding the 15th which
,· tlcompasses Horr~' and Georgetown
nl! ntics. Recipients of these awards
\\ ill he privileged to attend the
Itle;tiruTi(," of their choice in the
nil1l'-campns USC system.
While there is no quarrel with the
principle of increased support for
talented freshman students. the Alumni

.....
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the faculty. She was introduced at the
faculty meeting and plans to visit as
many student groups and organizations
as she can to introduce herself and her
program. She is also teaching two
sections of Psychology 101 to maintain
student contact.
Once she is known, she would like to
branch out, according to student needs,
and conduct seminars on studying for
tests or any other topical personal
subjects that students would like to
know more about to enhance their own
self-awareness. According to Puskar,
her job is to help students round out
their total campus experience by
dealing with personal, social, and
emotional concerns.
Puskar is strict about keeping
everything discussed in her office
confidential.
Puskar will deal with various
problems - breaking away from home
and into a new environment, parental
pressure, marriage counseling, sexual
experience, pressures caused by the
changing role of women, and even those
pressures of our foreign and middleaged students.
She will refer students who have
gotten themselves too dependent on
drugs or alcohol to other health
organizations in the community designed especially for this. Puskar is here to
give students social, emotional, and
personal support as opposed to career
or vocational guidance. A special center
for that is in the planning stage.
Make an appointment anytime with
her secretary, or call her at extension
148. Students have somebody who cares
about them as individuals ... drop in for
advice when you need to.
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..... .... .... ..... ..... ..... .....
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Therefore. at the present. all
of Coastal arc encouraged to
initl Ihe C,'a<;tal Carolina Alumni A\soc.
11' an inoividual feel .. "hligatcd to hoth
('I·: .... tal and Columbia then the Board
" lH'llllr~H.!.C'"
memhcr"hip into hnth
Alumni organi7ation ... TIl(.' deci ion ie;
!11:tn.'d on the indh'idtlal ",herl he or she
f,'d ... l)hliQ:tlcd to help the former school
. 'r "'l'hppl" .
, Cna<.,tal Cawlina Alumni, hcccllle;C' of
I', . hio.;ton' of the in .. titutinn. has al\\'aye;
l'laintaincci that am p('r ...on ha\'ing
. 'mpkll'd;'11 k:lo.;, 15 "'l'n1l'ster hnl1rs of
,,;ni ... raI'Illry \\")rk al ('o;lo.;wl io.; (Iigihle
1'1 r 1lll'lllhct'<;hil'. The polit'~· o.;ll'ms from
'I'l' ,'arh' ,'car ... \\ hen it \\'ao.; necessary
1'.,,' "tlUi<'1l1 10 l'ompkt" their wI'rk for
fllur-,'c:lr O('!,!I'CC'" at
I'm"
pthcr
t!r~ldllatl'S

" ... , illll il'n.

~

~*sunspot ~
:
Beverage:
~

A... slll'. ('(lntend-; that the C(llumbia plan
\\ "lIld not guarantcc a ... ingle recipient
\\ puld attend Coastal Carolina College.
Thc USC proposal at present favors the
Clllumhia campus in that it would draw
talt flied '\tudent<; .l\\ay from the Coastal
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~

representatives.

Here is your chance!
to buy your 1979 Atheneum

on sale October 9 -1 0
Now $10

Later$12

Marine science department
participates in flux study
By MIKE HENDRIX
Staff Writer

It never fails. With the onset of
summer. people flock to the beaches.
inlets. and other refreshing sanctuaries.
Whether they fish. swim. or just lie
around. they create an unusual burden
on the environment they invade. The
additional danger is that the coastal
areas so popular with tourists and
others are also thought to be the most
vital link in the marine ecosystem.
This is one of the reasons the joint
Science
Coastal
Carolina-National
Foundation "flux study" of North Inlet
near Georgetown is so important.
According to Dr. Richard Dame. head of
the Marine Science Division at Coastal.
at least one basic question may be
resolved from the study. That is
whether or not the materials and
chemicals that move in and out of the
estuaries actually give life to our
fisheries industries. This is of concern
to all the residents of the Grand Strand
since a large share of the revenue
generated around the beach stems from
the sea and its inhabitants.
The information gained by the
scientists and students who are
participating in the project should

c

establish some guidelines on how far
man can encroach on the delicate
marshlands before seriously injuring
the natural balance in the system.
Interestingly enough. it may also
demonstrate how well large groups of
people work together to effectively
execute such a study. according to
Dame.
The Marine Science Division has
recently acquired a new boat and motor
which should serve them welJ in
completing the North Inlet project this
fall. This boat. a Boston Whaler with a
35hp Johnson motor to power it. will be
equipped to allow the students to study
first ·hand some of the things they learn
in class.
This is a valuable experience for all
marine science students. but especially
thos~ who rna. have had misconceptions about what marine biologists and
those in other related fields are involved
in. Ac~ording to Dame. it should also
help bring home the point that everyone
has a responsibility to protect and
nurture the resource that were given to
us.

WHICH WAY TO THE WATER!
Coastal Carolina's Boston Whaler ha n't seen the water yet. It' parked on campu
awaiting its maiden voyage. Staff Photo by Gary James.

Biologists to study ice age
The adonal Science Foundation has
awarded a $56.500 grant to two U.S.c.
biologists seeking 10 predict when the
next Icc Age will occur.
Dr. Dougla
William
and Dr.
Michael Kahn \\ ill rudy the oxygen and
carbon isotope level in the he]) of
lh ing and fo silized oceanic organi m
from the Foraminifera and Pterop da
Plankton group. microscopic hell-bearing animals.
"The e i otope can b u ed to sho\\
the temperature of the water when the
hell was formed." aid Dr. William .
"Bye tablishing the temperature of the
o ean. \·e can e tabli h the temperature
of the land rna e at that time. "We
kn \\. that the earth ha been a ·arm
a i[ ha been in ur time £ r onl~
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Looking At

Miller Karate Studios

Coastal News
SGA MEETING TO BE OCT. 13
The first fall meeting of the Student Government As ociation (SGA) will be held
Friday. October 13 at 2 p.m. in the SGA conference room located in the Student
Union Building. Repre cntati es from club'. organization. and cia es hould
attend thi meeting.

313-A Hwy. 15, Myrtle Beach Airport Road 448-7853

CAMPUS U ION DISCO SET FOR OCT. 5
ampus Union will spon or a di co at Magic Harbor on Thur da~. Octoher S.
Admi~ ion \\ ill be 51.00 for Coastal tudents. S2.00 for non-students. the di lO \\ ill
1 gin at
p.m. Becr \'i\1 be provided by the th neum. the campll ~carhook.

• Self-Discipline. Self-Confidence
• Physical Fitness. Train 6 Da'ys a Week
Y3 OFF of 3 month course with this ad.

CABARET, DISCO, FASHION SHOW TO BE OCT. 6
A Cabaret. Di co. and Fa 'hion Show.pon 'ored by People Organized to Save
Mind POTSM) and the Afro-Am Society. will be held October 6 beginning at 9
p.m. at th C()nwa~ ational Guard Armory. Advance ticket are $3.00 per person.
$3.50 • t the door. Door prize will be awarded. A voter registration e 'sion will al '0
be ondu ted. The fir t 50 people who register to \'ote "ill receive a dollar off the
ti k t prtce.

USC HOMECOMING TO BE OCT. 9-14
Homecoming week for USC ha been set for October 9-14. The week' event will
nd at 1:30 p.m. Saturday. October 14. when the Gamecocks meet Ohio Univer ity
at William -Brice Stadium. For information and tickets to Homecoming events.
ontact USC Alumni As ociation at (803) 777-4111. The theme for this year's
Homecoming activitie is "Carolina' s Got It! ..

DEADLI E
Applications for Internship can be picked up in the Teacher Education Office _
deadline for Spring 1979 internship is Friday. October 13.

'Top
Restaurant & Lounge
Lunch 11 :30 - 2 :30 C
Quiches - Burgers ~
o
Sandwiches
"""
Color TV for the Games

~d
~

;

~ -;:

Dinner

Seafood Steaks
Chops Strofnoff

Entertainment Nightly
Don Mack
Vocalist - Guitar
2500N. Kings Hwy.
(Across from Myrtle Square Mall)

OUTDOOR WORKSHOP SET FOR OCT. 27-29
Th Division of State Parks of the S.c. Department of Parks. Recreation. and
Tourism is ponsoring an outdoor kills \"lork hop at Table Roek State Park on
October 27-29. Planned for the beginning outdoor man. this weekend event will
di eu s such topics as survival kills. canoeing. edible plants. and backpacking.
More information concerning this and other state park programs may be obtained
by writing Program Section. Division of State Parks. 1205 Pendleton Street.
Columbia. South Carolina 29201.

POETRY SUBMISSION DEADLINE SET FOR NOV. 5
The do tng date for the submission of manu cript by college students to the
National Poetry Press is November 5, 1978. Any tudent attending either junior or
senior college is eligible to submit his verse. There i ' no limitation as to form or
theme. Shorter work are preferred because of pace limitations. E.ach poem mu t
be typed or printed on a separate sheet. and must bear the name and home address
of the tudent. and the college address as well. Manu cripts should be sent to the
Office of the Pres. National Poetry Press, Box 218, Agoura. Calif. 9J301.

ACES WILL HOST SPEAKER ·ON OCT. )0
The A sociation of Education Students (ACES) will have as their guest speaker.
on Tue day. October 10. 1978 at 12:30 in the Teacher Education Conference Room
(AC 214) Mr. Frank Gilbert, UniScrv Representative for the South Carolina
Education A ociation (SCEA). Gilbert will talk to the club concerning the possible
organization of a Student National Education A sociation (SNEA) at Coa'tal
Carolina Carnpu . He will be an wering que tions concerning the
ationat
Tea her Examination (NTE). A light lunch will be erved. ALL INTERESTED
PERSONS ARE INVITED TO A TIE D.

Science department adds two courses
The cience divi ion of Coastal Carolina will offer two ne\ cour e for the pring
J 979 erne ter.
Descriptive A tronorny, A tronom ' 11 J. will be a three-credit hour cour e taught
b: Dr. Ballou Skinner. The cour e is designed as an introduction to principal object
in our tar ystem, gala. ,and univer e, with an mpha I on phy kal principle
and methods u ed by a tron mer . The cour \ ill have n lab.
Oc an and Man. Marine Science 110, wa pre iou Iy offered a a non-lab
corresp ndence cour e in the Georgetown and Myrtle Beach new paper~. The
cour i a non-technical urvey of oceanography and marine biology. Thre hour
credit (or four with the optional lab. 110L) will be awarded.

SUPER SAVINGS
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CELICA
NOW IS TH E TIME
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ON THE 1978

CELICA GT LlFTBACK

